Intravascular confocal photoacoustic endoscope with dual-element ultrasonic transducer.
We have developed an intravascular confocal photoacoustic (PA) endoscope with symmetrically aligned dual-element ultrasonic transducers. By combining focused laser excitation and focused acoustic collection, the intravascular confocal PA endoscope is capable of realizing resolution enhanced intravascular PA imaging with improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to ameliorate the resolution reduction caused by laser scattering with increasing tissue depth. The detection sensitivity of the endoscope is improved by 5 dB compared with that of single transducer endoscope, and the transverse resolution of the system can up to 13 μm. Intravascular PA tomography of a normal vessel and an atherosclerotic vessel have been performed to demonstrate the imaging ability of the system. This intravascular confocal PA endoscope with an outer diameter of 1.2 mm supports potential for clinical applications in intravascular plaque imaging and subsequent diagnosis.